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Phil’s
Birthday

Tomorrow is Phil ’ s birthday. Can you imagine how
difficult it can be to organize a birthday party
after the zombie apocalypse has begun? Wanda
managed to find ingredients for a cake, but there
are no stores in which to buy a useless gift anymore.
I was thinking about a police beacon-shaped alarm
clock. Josh has gone scouting and finally came back
with a better idea: a police car! We are going to
offer a police car for Phil ’ s birthday.
Josh found a police station that doesn't seem to have
been ransacked, and for a good reason: the place is
crawling with zombies. But it doesn’ t matter, we
are used to dealing with zombies. We are going to
clean the station and offer Phil a police car. I'm
sure he will enjoy that!

You will need the following tiles for this scenario: 4B, 5D,
4E, 3B, 7B, 3C, 2B, 5C & 2C.

The surprise gift relies on a simple plan. Complete these
steps in order:
Find the fuel for the local emergency generator. Josh
did some recon and found that the police cars are parked in a
garage closed by a metal roller shutter that is electrically activated. The place hasn’t had any power for weeks, but policemen are cautious guys: they have an emergency power generator. Unfortunately, this generator ran out of fuel. Josh, who’s
a smart boy, has already discovered where you can find some
more. He marked the place with a green “X”. Once you've
taken the green Objective you can proceed to the next step.
Start the emergency power generator. Once you have
the fuel, restart the generator so the police station gets some
juice. Josh has set a blue “X” where the machine is. Take the
blue Objective to restart the machine.
Commandeer at least one police car. Reach the Exit Zone
with all Survivors aboard as many police cars as needed. Any
car and its passengers may escape through this Zone at the
end of its driver’s turn, as long as there are no Zombies in
the Zone. No, you can’t escape with pimpmobiles. You need
police cars!
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Special ruleS
If you could find some beer, or wine... It would greatly
improve Phil’s birthday party. Each of the four Objective tokens gives 5 experience points to the Survivor who takes it,
though it's not mandatory to take the red Objectives.
The fuel THEN the power generator. The blue Objective
can’t be taken until the green one has been taken. Taking the
green Objective doesn’t open the green door.

What’s in this trunk? You can Search each pimpmobile
only once per game. They contain either Ma’s Shotgun or
the Evil Twins (draw randomly). Only the weapons that have
not yet been taken can be inside them. When there are no
more... there are no more.
At last! A police car. Policemen used to have lots of guns
in their cars! You can Search a police car more than once per
game. Draw cards until you find a weapon. Discard the other
cards. The Aaahh! cards trigger the appearance of a Walker
as usual and interrupt the Search.

Oh! There isn't any door here. Indeed. The central singlezone building is sealed-off and can’t be entered.
Hey! Why is this %ù%^^£$ roller shutter opening NOW?
Unfortunately, the roller shutter switch has been left in the
“open” position when the police station ran out of power. As
soon as the blue Objective is taken, the rusty doors open:
open the blue and the green doors and spawn Zombies in
each room. Maybe a couple of Zombies are waiting inside,
but you will certainly have no difficulties dealing with them.
Or will you?

You can use cars.
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The police parking. Cars can go in and out of the garage
Zone in tile 3B if both garage doors are opened. Cars can’t
go into other building zones.
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The rusty, noisy, %ù*£^*! roller shutter. You know
what? The Zombies completely forgot to grease the metal
roller shutter. It really makes a lot of noise when it opens.
All Zombies in the area are warned that some fresh meat
is wandering around. Once the blue Objective has been taken, the blue Spawn Zone is activated and spawns Zombies
every turn.
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